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 And I found that playing tracks from youtube could be really useful if you want to beatbox to the beat! I really really hope you
can use this handy program to make YouTube videos more enjoyable. Currently, the viewer can only choose a list of videos for

editing. I will look into adding many more features in the next update and make this tool become a more useful one! Some
Users complained that it can not work for videos without sound. That's right. I'm trying to do that as well. Currently the video

editor is able to edit videos from youtube, it is not able to edit videos from some other sites like Dailymotion, Vimeo, Metacafe,
Blip.tv, etc. I also have a plan to allow custom URLs to be added for each youtube video for editing. I'm having some issues

with the Webkit. And then, I'm planning to change it to libVLC, which is a real-time multimedia library. The latest builds are
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available on Coub's git repository: Currently, this tool can only work as a youtube extractor. But I will change it into a real-time
video editor in the next update. So you can combine and add different videos together using Coub! Take video 1, add video 2,

keep video 3 as a background. And you can have a similar effect like the famous coverflow: You can use a lot of different
sounds and music in your video. The tool offers many options for the settings. You can also use Coub to make custom videos
for your Facebook/Instagram. Want to combine multiple videos in a playlist? And then add music to the video? Want to make
the best clip? Coub is a useful tool for Youtube enthusiasts. My goal is to help you make great Youtube videos, and I'm really
happy that this tool has helped so many people. In the near future, I will continue to improve this tool. In this app, the images

and videos are fixed to the frame of the video. I will update this app with some cool features like image-matching, face-
detection, etc. In the coming update, you will also be able to use the cellphones to create new videos from your photos. If
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